Calprotectin as a diagnostic tool for inflammatory bowel diseases (Review)
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Abstract. Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) are chronic intestinal disorders caused by a number of factors, including external influences, intestinal microbiota and genetics. The two major clinically defined types of IBD are Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis, each of which is characterized by relapses in the clinical course, thus patients must be under constant observation via regular endoscopies. As endoscopy, which has been used for direct evaluation and diagnosis of IBD, requires uncomfortable and expensive bowel preparation, a non-invasive test was required to reduce the number of patients undergoing unnecessary endoscopy. Calprotectin is a protein occurring in the cytosol of inflammatory cells and is released by the activation of leukocytes. As it is elevated and stable in the faeces of patients with IBD and can be reliably detected in faecal samples of <5 g, it may serve as an inexpensive, non-invasive diagnostic method for IBD. This is explored in the following review.
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1. Introduction

Calprotectin was first described in 1980 (1), with its name referring to its calcium binding and anti-microbial actions (2,3). It is found in the cytosol of inflammatory cells (4) accounting for 60% of cytosolic protein in neutrophils (5), but is also present at a lower concentration in monocytes and reactive macrophages (6). Calprotectin is released following activation of leukocytes, and due to its ability to inhibit zinc-dependent enzyme systems (2), it exerts bacteriostatic and fungistatic effects (6). In addition, calprotectin induces apoptosis in normal and cancer cells (7). Depending on the organ affected by inflammation, increased levels of calprotectin can be observed in the plasma, cerebrospinal fluid, synovial fluid, urine or faeces (8). It has been observed that the concentration of calprotectin in the faeces of healthy subjects, is approximately six times the concentration found in their plasma and in the presence of calcium, it withstands proteolytic degradation; in faeces, it is therefore stable at room temperature for up to seven days (9). Calprotectin can be reliably measured in faecal samples of <5 g. In addition, the protein’s properties allow for the collection of a sample at home and potentially delayed transportation to the laboratory (9). Numerous studies have indicated that faecal calprotectin may represent an alternative marker of neutrophil influx into the bowel lumen (10). In line with this, increased faecal levels of calprotectin have been observed in inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) (9,11), colon cancer (12) and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) enteropathy (13,14), suggesting that calprotectin is a sensitive, but non-specific marker of intestinal inflammation.

2. IBD

IBD are chronic intestinal disorders arising in the setting of complex interactions between host-derived and external elements, involving various aspects of the intestinal microbiota, the immune system, the genetic composition of the host and specific environmental factors (15), and which typically have a relapsing course (16). The two major clinically defined types of IBD are ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD), each of which may affect the entire colonic mucosa and
gastrointestinal tract, respectively, and is associated with an increased risk of colon cancer (15).

CD is a chronic inflammatory gastrointestinal tract disorder (17,18). While no definitive therapy has been established (6), the main goal of IBD treatment is the lasting and effective suppression of the inflammatory response with the aim of achieving and maintaining clinical remission. However, sub-clinical inflammation of the intestinal wall may persist even after successful treatment and significantly contributes to the risk of relapse (16). It has been reported that among patients with medically induced remission, 30-60% show a relapse within 1 year (19) and at five years following diagnosis, ~50% require surgery (20).

The exact etiology of IBD has remained elusive (16); however, IBD has been suggested to have a genetic basis and likely involves a response of the immune system to certain environmental agents (15). The role of environmental factors besides genetics in the pathogenesis of IBD has been evidenced by differences among monozygotic twins regarding their proneness towards developing IBD (21), as well as the development of IBD in immigrants in high-prevalence countries (22) and in countries undergoing rapid westernization (23). Experimental studies have reported the development of IBD-like enterocolitis in interleukin-2 (IL-2), IL-10 or T-cell receptor-mutant mice (24-26), and blockade of tumor necrosis factor-α was proven an effective treatment for patients with CD, which initiated a new field of research in the early 1990s (15). In addition, studies on the genetic basis of IBD (27) and a sequencing analysis of the intestinal microbiome (28) provided further insight into the pathophysiology of these conditions. A number of molecular pathways are involved in IBD, interfering both with genes of the immune system and the microbial flora. Immunoglobulins, tumor necrosis factors, and growth factors are among the factors involved in molecular pathways associated with the immune system (15). The molecular pathways involved in IBD are summarized in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Molecular pathways associated with inflammatory bowel disease. Genes belonging to the same pathway are grouped in the same arrow. Genetic associations in Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis are shown. Ig, immunoglobulin; TSLP, thymic stromal lymphopoietin; RA, retinoic acid; ROS, reactive oxygen species; NSAIDs, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; HSP, heat shock protein; PRR, pattern-recognition receptor; XBP1, X-box binding protein; NOD2, nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein; ATG16L1, autophagy-related protein 16-1; TLR, Toll-like receptor; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; DLG5, discs large homologue 5; ECM1, extracellular matrix protein 1; ITLN1, interleukin 1; DMBT1, deleted in malignant brain tumors 1; PTGER4, prostaglandin E receptor 4; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha; IL, interleukin; IAK2, Janus kinase 2; STAT3, signal transducer and activator of transcription; CCR6, C-C-chemokine receptor type 6; NOD2, nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein 2; CARD9, caspase recruitment domain-containing protein 9; IRF5, interferon regulatory factor 5; IRGM, immunity-related guanine triphosphatase family M protein; LRRK2, leucine-rich repeat kinase 2; TNFAIP3, TNF-α-induced protein 3; PTPN2, protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 2; NLRP3, NACHT, LRR and PYD domains-containing protein 3; IL18RAP, Interleukin 18 receptor accessory protein; ICOSL, inducible T-cell co-stimulator ligand; ARPC2, actin related protein 2/3 complex subunit 2 (15).

3. Calprotectin concentration as a marker for IBD

Numerous patients consider endoscopy for the direct evaluation and diagnosis of IBD; however, the bowel preparation required for this procedure is uncomfortable and expensive (29). Furthermore, a large proportion of patients with suspected
IBD are negatively diagnosed by endoscopy, and a non-invasive test was therefore required to minimize the number of patients unnecessarily undergoing invasive endoscopy (10). Specifically, one third of all adults with bleeding-associated intestinal symptoms have no abnormalities on endoscopy, whilst only half of those with non-bleeding symptoms, such as diarrhoea, abdominal pain and weight loss are diagnosed with IBD based on endoscopy results.

In an effort to identify novel diagnostic markers for IBD, calprotectin was investigated. Early studies indicated an increase of calprotectin levels in patients with IBD (9), which was also correlated with endoscopic and histological evidence of inflammation (30-32). Since 2000, faecal calprotectin has been assessed in adult and paediatric populations, including patients with known inflammatory bowel disease on one side of the patient spectrum and healthy individuals on the other (33). As shown in Fig. 2, the calprotectin levels in 86% of paediatric faecal samples and 95% of samples from adults correlated with the endoscopic evidence and faecal calprotectin screening would reduce the number of patients requiring endoscopy by 35% (33). IBD, inflammatory bowel diseases.

Figure 2. Sensitivity of calprotectin screening. In a population of 100 adults with suspected IBD (and an overall mean prevalence of 32%), 95% of the samples correlated with the endoscopic evidence and faecal calprotectin screening would therefore reduce the number of adults requiring endoscopy by 67%. In a population of 100 patients aged <18 years with suspected IBD (and an overall mean prevalence of 61%), 86% of the samples correlated with the endoscopic evidence and faecal calprotectin screening would reduce the number of patients requiring endoscopy by 35% (33). IBD, inflammatory bowel diseases.

Figure 3. Association of calprotectin levels with endoscopically and histologically determined activity of 36 outpatients with UC. The concentration of faecal calprotectin in these patients, who either had low-activity U.C or inactive U.C., as determined by endoscopy and histology, was significantly higher than that in 125 patients who were normal on colonoscopy. White lines indicate the median value, boxes the first and third quartile range and bars the standard deviation (30). U.C., ulcerative colitis.

Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for patients with IBD. A total of 58% of patients with CD and 51% of those with UC had relapsed during the one-year follow-up period. Receiver operator characteristic analysis revealed that faecal calprotectin levels of 50 mg/l (or 250 mg/kg) predicted a relapse with 90% sensitivity and 83% specificity, indicating that the calprotectin test may be useful for adjustment of the medical treatment of IBD and to thereby reduce side effects and probably the development of secondary changes in the gastrointestinal tract of IBD patients (44). CD, Crohn's disease; UC, ulcerative colitis; IBD, inflammatory bowel diseases.

IBD are negatively diagnosed by endoscopy, and a non-invasive test was therefore required to minimize the number of patients unnecessarily undergoing invasive endoscopy (10). Specifically, one third of all adults with bleeding-associated intestinal symptoms have no abnormalities on endoscopy, whilst only half of those with non-bleeding symptoms, such as diarrhoea, abdominal pain and weight loss are diagnosed with IBD based on endoscopy results.

In an effort to identify novel diagnostic markers for IBD, calprotectin was investigated. Early studies indicated an increase of calprotectin levels in patients with IBD (9), which was also correlated with endoscopic and histological evidence of inflammation (30-32). Since 2000, faecal calprotectin has been assessed in adult and paediatric populations, including patients with known inflammatory bowel disease on one side of the patient spectrum and healthy individuals on the other (33). As shown in Fig. 2, the calprotectin levels in 86% of paediatric faecal samples and 95% of samples from adults correlated with the endoscopic evidence, reflecting the high sensitivity of the test in all age groups.

Studies have indicated that faecal calprotectin may serve as a surrogate marker of neutrophil influx into the bowel lumen and therefore as a marker of intestinal inflammation, with a significant association with IBD (9,11), colon cancer (12) and NSAID enteropathy (13,14). These results suggested that calprotectin serves as a sensitive but non-specific marker of intestinal inflammation (34), a predictor for the severity of IBS in adults (35) and children (11) as well as relapse of IBS (36), and may be used for monitoring treatment responses (37).

Regarding UC, increased levels of calprotectin have been confirmed to be correlated with endoscopic results and histological grading of disease activity (30,38). For instance, in a study on 36 outpatients, whose endoscopic and histological results showed low activity of UC, faecal calprotectin was significantly higher than that in 125 patients who were normal on colonoscopy (Fig. 3) (30).

Furthermore, due to the variable location and patchy distribution of CD, it has been suggested that calprotectin as a diagnostic marker is more sensitive than endoscopy.
Unlike UC, which exclusively affects the colon allowing for detection by endoscopic examination and subsequent histological analysis, CD may include areas of the small intestine, which are not always accessible by endoscopic examination and may only be detectable by capsule endoscopy (39). Therefore, due to the lack of histological findings (6), detection of inflammation in CD is difficult and laboratory parameters of inflammation are used. However, C-reactive protein and the erythrocyte sedimentation rate lack specificity or sensitivity and clinical indices of disease activity, such as the CD activity index, the UC activity index and the Harvey-Bradshaw activity index are associated with the patient’s quality of life and well-being rather than the degree of mucosal inflammation (40-43).

Of note, faecal calprotectin can be utilized as an ideal initial marker for IBD, as its detection is cost-efficient and simple (6). A stool sample of <5 g is required for analysis using a commercial enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit. In addition, calprotectin in faecal samples is stable at room temperature for up to seven days, which allows for self-sampling by patients at home and as well as convenience and reliability of laboratory detection.

However, controversy remains regarding the predictive value of faecal calprotectin in patients in remission. A study by Tibble et al (44) indicated that faecal calprotectin is associated with the risk of early relapse, with no difference between UC and CD (16,45), as shown by the Kaplan-Meier curves (Fig. 4).

4. Conclusion

Faecal calprotectin can be used as a cost-efficient and non-invasive method for IBD diagnosis. While this preliminary marker cannot replace endoscopy and histological analysis, it may be a reliable tool to support the diagnosis of IBD, to predict early relapse of IBD in patients with drug-induced remission and may also help to spare patients from unnecessary endoscopy when calprotectin levels are low.
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